Tutor activities and Paid Hours
Updated for Semester 1 2021
In general terms, tutors are expected to contribute to the delivery of elements of teaching within an
established programme or framework of activities and according to established procedures and
guidelines. It is the course organiser’s role to set the framework for these activities and to provide
guidance and direction to tutors. As such Course organisers are supervisors while Heads of Subject
are line managers of those tutoring in their subject areas and can act as a point of escalation.
Tutoring roles are designated at a Grade 6 on the University pay scales.
While specifics of the activities may vary slightly from course to course, the tables contained cover
the general activities found in tutoring across the school and are a suggestion of how hours might be
distributed. Some courses may alternate between live synchronous and asynchronous teaching on a
fortnightly basis. If you have a query about the work you have been asked to do, please approach
your Course organiser in the first instance.
This is an update to the semester 2 2021 rates of pay document (dated 8th December 2020) which you can
find here. With the exception of additional hours for training and professional development, it is largely
unchanged.
Richard Brodie, Director of Student Development
Marie Craft, Head of Teaching and Student Services
15 June 2021
sps.tutoring@ed.ac.uk
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Digital/In-Person Synchronous (Live) Tutorial
Digital Synchronous (Live): This means the teaching activity will be conducted at the scheduled time
via the digital platform employed by the teaching team (e.g. Collaborate). You will be expected to
participate in this session at the scheduled time.
In-person: Details of the physical location on campus will be provided. This teaching activity
(tutorial/seminar) will take place in a University building with all the relevant health and safety
guidance in place and with the relevant tutor in attendance in person.




Up to 36 students (typically 3 groups of 12 students) - 7.5 hours/week
Up to 48 students (4 groups of 12) – 10 hours/week
Up to 60 students (5 groups of 12) – 12.5 hour/week
Task

% of time
per week

Breakdown

(e.g. % of 7.5
hours per
week)

Preparation






Facilitating
tutorial
discussions

Administration

Familiarise yourself with materials and topics including the required
readings
Identify topics for discussions from within the course parameters which
might involve
o Tutorial Preparation and choosing the best format to deploy to
facilitate discussion and engagement of the group (Small Group
Work/Using Alternative Media/Presentations/Role Play/Debates, etc)
o Have all the materials/media available where required
Communication with Course Organiser, Senior Tutor and other tutors
where appropriate

In facilitating learning in live tutorial sessions, tutors should establish a collective
understanding of how the sessions will run and should communicate the levels
of participation and contribution expected (being mindful of students with
adjustments, etc). The key principle is clear communication with students. A
typical plan might involve:
Start of week:
 An email at the beginning of the week reiterating the topic,
reminding students of any specific roles or responsibilities they
have been assigned
 Breaking down reading tasks and assigning to students where
necessary
During the tutorial:
 Manage Tutorial Dynamics
 Moderating discussion where needed
 Responding to/commenting on student contributions where required
 Informal discussion on student assignments/Feedback etc where
appropriate
 Uploading attendance registers for synchronous teaching (in-person and
digital)
 Responding to student emails – tutor can define whether they wish to
offer “office hours”
 Escalating issues to relevant staff as required
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25%

55%

20%

Discussion Boards (Asynchronous Teaching)
Tutorials that are taking place via Discussion Boards on the course’s Learn page.




Up to 36 students (typically 3 groups of 12 students) - 7.5 hours/week
Up to 48 students (4 groups of 12) – 10 hours/week
Up to 60 students (5 groups of 12) – 12.5 hour/week
Task

% of time
per week

Breakdown

(e.g. % of 7.5
hours per week

Preparation






Facilitating
Discussion
Boards

Familiarise yourself with materials and topics including the required
readings and consider the questions
Setting up Discussion Boards (DB) e.g.
o Make sure the DB or DBs are in place
o Write the task at the top with deadlines and instructions
(Normally copy and paste)
o Set up whether working in smaller groups or whole group.
Where small groups make sure each DB is clear for that group
o Make sure Board has the correct permissions
Communication with Course Organiser, Senior Tutor and other tutors
where appropriate

Tutors are not required to be “on” the board throughout the week or to reply
to each and every post. It is strongly recommended that tutors advise
students when they will be posting, monitoring, and when students should
expect feedback. It is good practice to give this information to students at the
start of each week with the instructions for the week including deadlines and
tutor availability. This can be followed up with a welcome post on the
discussion boards that is a cut and paste of the email with a friendly hello. As
above the key principle is clear communication with students.

25%

50%

A typical plan might involve:
Start of week:
 Course Organiser to set weekly topics and tasks which tutors
communicate to students via welcome post/email
During the week:
 Monitoring discussion boards - Tutors should tell students when they
will be monitoring, when they should be posting, when they should
expect feedback.
 Moderating discussion boards
 Responding to/commenting on student contributions
End of week:
 Wrap up email/post with a conclusion for the week
Administration




Responding to student emails – tutor can define whether they wish to
offer “office hours”
Escalating issues to relevant staff as required
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25%

Digital Labs
Tutors support the digital lab sessions, often in small groups, within the framework devised by the
Course Organiser. Typically, the Course Organiser sets the framework, while the tutor supports or
supervises students with specific activities, working within established procedures and guidelines.
This may consist of demonstrating the software/processes as well as answering queries on the
activity during the allocated time.
Note that no-one will be physically attending a PC lab on campus, instead participants will access
the software either via remote access to a PC in a physical computer lab or will use locally
installed software. In a few instances, participants will attend a standard room on campus and
bring their own devices to participate in the lab session.
 Up to 30 students (typically 2 groups of 15 students) - 5 hours/week
 Up to 45 students (typically 3 groups of 15 students) - 7.5 hours/week
 Up to 60 students (typically 4 groups of 15students) – 10 hours/week
Task

% of time
per week

Breakdown

(e.g. % of 7.5
hours per
week

Preparation



Familiarise yourself with materials and topics by reading through
material on LEARN
Walk through the weeks’ activities on LEARN in advance of the session
to familiarise yourself with what you will be demonstrating
Communication with Course Organiser, Senior Tutor and other tutors
where appropriate

30%

Tutors are required to demonstrate the week’s lab activities during a digital
synchronous session, allowing the students to follow in real time and
support them through the activity. Tutors will answer any questions or
issues that arise within the session, in the same way that you would do in a
typical in-person session in a computer lab. This may also include
supporting students with any questions they have concerning their formal
assessments that arise within the lab session.

50%




Supporting the lab
session

Administration

During the tutorial:
 Put the software in the context of the data they are analysing
 Demonstrate the lab activities in real time with the students
following along
 Show students how to access basic functionality
 Trouble-shoot any issues students encounter
 Answer any questions that emerge from the activity e.g. help
students interpret the output they get during the activity
 Provide students with support for any assessed work
 Responding to student emails – tutor can define whether they
wish to offer “office hours”
 Escalating issues to relevant staff as required
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20%

Online Learning Courses
Tutoring for fully online learning programmes requires tutors to manage group teaching through a
wide variety of tools, supporting synchronous as well as asynchronous engagement. Online tutorial
groups are typically organised in sub-groups of 3-4 students and thus also require a higher degree of
co-ordination within the same tutorial group.
The number of hours OL tutors claim is determined by the number of students they are allocated as
below:




24 -30 students - 5 hours/week
31 - 45 students – 10 hours/week
46 - 60 students – 20 hour/week

Please note that for Tutors who are full-time students, the maximum number of students allocated
will be 45 (10 hours a week).
Task

% of time
per week

Breakdown

(e.g. % of 7.5
hours per
week)

Preparation

Familiarise yourself with materials and topics
Set up Discussion Boards (DB) e.g.
 Make sure the DB or DBs are in place
 Communicate tasks, deadlines, and instructions
 Decide whether working in smaller groups or whole group, divide
up groups as needed. Where small groups make sure each DB is
clear for each group
 Make sure Board has the correct permissions

35%

Communication with Course Organiser, Senior Tutor and other tutors
where appropriate
Main task

Description of main tasks for online tutors
A typical work plan might involve:
Start of week:
Via LEARN Announcement set out the Tutorial Activity for the week and
communicate activity deadlines to the students
During the week:
 Monitor generic FAQ Discussion Forum and respond to queries
regarding tutorial activities and use of Discussion
Board/Forum/Threads
 Monitor Discussion Forums after the deadline and send reminders
when contribution is missing.
 Respond to/comment on student contributions at least once a
week. This is done by responding to Group Threads individually or
collectively as part of a live tutorial feedback session
 Autonomously decide whether synchronous or asynchronous
feedback is most appropriate based on tutorial group connectivity
issues and time-zones
 In case feedback is given as part of a live session, record and
upload the video to the relevant place on Learn
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55%



Generate and check automated captioning for uploaded video
material

End of week:
 Wrap up Announcement with a conclusion for the week and
indication on where to find feedback including video material
(with captioning) on Learn
Administration

Collect student queries via emails. Respond either directly via email or,
when the question is of broader relevance, add a thread to the Generic
FAQ Discussion Forum or incorporate it into your recorded live feedback
session.

10%

Training, Professional Development, and Meetings
Induction, training and professional development (CPD) hours are available to tutors every semester. The
hours these activities are expected to cover are detailed below. Once all required hours are completed,
tutors can use the remaining hours flexibly to their suit their needs and development.
School level training and induction will be held synchronously in welcome week. Tutors will be contacted
ahead of the training with full details. There will be self-study elements to this training. Undertaking this
training is required of all those who are new to tutoring. Experienced tutors are welcome to optionally
attend as a refresher. There will be self-study elements built into this training. Additionally, some subject
areas will offer training which they may require tutor to attend (maximum of 3 hours). Tutors who have
not done so previously are required to complete courses covering Information Security Essentials, Data
Protection Training, and Unconscious Bias.
Task
Training

Description and Hours
School level training (required of all new tutors) will be a total of seven
hours including self-study.,
Subject level training:
 Maximum of 3 hours across the academic year
Other training – (approx 2 hours and required of all new tutors)
 Information security essentials
 Data Protection Training
 Unconscious Bias
Any remaining/surplus hours to be used at tutor’s discretion (ie. self study, IAD workshops, other optional school training, attending forums,
subject area meetings, etc.)

Hours
18 hours
in total
per
semester

Course
meetings

Claimed per course to cover mandatory meetings. Course meetings
would normally include (and aren’t limited to):
 a first meeting with Course Organiser on all aspects of the
course, tutoring obligations, course organisation, and
expectations.
 Mid-term meetings are often a markers meeting to ensure
marking consistency.
 Meeting 3 might be an end of term feedback meeting and final
coursework marking prep.
(The three hours are flexible and can be allocated and distributed
differently – e.g. six 30 minute meetings)

3 hours
max
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Marking
Marking is expected on most UG courses and some PGT courses. In submitting an application to a
course where marking is required, tutors are agreeing in advance to take on marking. This includes
marking that may take place after teaching and the semester has ended.



Semester 1 - Marking responsibilities should be concluded by mid-January 2022.
Semester 2 - Marking responsibilities should beconcluded by mid-June 2022.

Moderation of marks should not be undertaken by Tutors, this activity is typically undertaken by core
academic staff.
For information on marking rates please see our document at:
https://www.sps.ed.ac.uk/students/undergraduate/current/tutoring/guidance

Links to other important information
Links to the full job description, including senior tutor role, Key Employment Facts for Tutors in the
School of Social and Political Science, and HR guidance for Guaranteed Hours Staff (such as tutors) can
be found on our webpage covering tutoringopportunities for Postgraduate Research Students:
https://www.sps.ed.ac.uk/students/undergraduate/current/tutoring/opportunities
Information about
University Grade Profiles

- End of Document -
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